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Sealey is celebrating 40 years in

business in 2018 and to mark the

milestone, the company has created a very

special promotion. Launching on 1st

February and running through to 30th

April 2018, it features some exclusive

pricing on a selection of over two hundred

of Sealey’s most popular products and

discounts up to 55%. Sealey says it would

like to give huge thanks to customers for

their continued support over the last 40

years.

The promotion features Sealey’s new

anniversary edition products with 3 &

4tonne Trolley Jacks available in three

colours. These have a rocket lift feature

which brings the lifting arm into contact

with the jacking point with minimal pumps

and these models come with Polyurethane

wheels for smoother manoeuvrability and

for prevention of damage to the workshop

floor. 

Colour co-ordinating 3tonne Axle

Stands which are sold in pairs are also

available. They are heavy-duty to safely

support vehicles for extended periods of

time and have large saddles for good load

distribution.  

Another 40th special is the

LED3605RA inspection lamp. Supplied in a

limited edition 40th anniversary box, it has

a unique and innovative 360° swivel and

tilt function, which enables the light

source to be positioned in any direction.

Each lamp houses eight super bright SMD

LEDs which provide up to 300 lumens

output with 120° spread of light.  It

includes an additional high power 1W LED

directional torch and features a 360°

swivel hook on the back of the light and a

super strong rubber covered magnet on

the base which allow for hands-free

operation. 

Copies of the Sealey’s 40th
Anniversary Promotion will be
available from Sealey stockists. The
promotion can also be viewed online
at www.sealey.co.uk.

The promotion features Sealey’s New
Anniversary Edition products with 3 & 4tonne
Trolley Jacks available in three colours

Sealey 40th
anniversary 

promotion

Question: We are having difficulty finding the

source of a cracking noise from the load area

of a 2010 Volkswagen Passat CC, when driving

over uneven surfaces. We have heard the

cracking noise on road tests but have been

struggling to find the cause of the fault. It

sounds like the cracking noise is coming from

the bodywork, but we cannot be sure.

Answer: We have been made aware of

this type of fault on Passat CC models up to

VIN WVWZZZ3CZBE712251. The noise is due

to excessive friction in the bodywork joints in

the load area. Remove the RH and LH load area

side trim panels, then locate the bodywork

joint below the parcel shelf. Using a suitable

tool, increase the clearance between the body

panels (see 1 and 2 in image above), then

apply body protection wax (available from

Volkswagen parts department) to the

bodywork joint. Repeat the procedure for the

opposite side, then carry out a road test to

confirm the cracking noise has been

eliminated.

VW Passat CC: Cracking noise from load
area when driving over uneven surfaces

Garage

Included in this month’s Autobiz, is a special

insert from Batteryworld, concerning its

popular and economical battery rebuild service.

More and more motor trade businesses

are now having their power tool batteries

professionally rebuilt by Batteryworld. It offers a

cost effective alternative to buying replacement

batteries or new tools and is an efficient and

fully guaranteed service. The company rebuilds

NICD or NIMH power tool batteries for all tool

makes. The process involves the removal and

safe recycling of the old cells from the battery

case and the insertion of high quality new

Panasonic Power Plus battery cells,

Customers say that once rebuilt, tools

perform as good as new and the company can

even boost performance by replacing with cells

of a higher capacity. As well as power tools the

service is also available for booster and jump

packs plus many other applications including

toys, medical devices, electric scooters, etc.

Prices vary depending on voltage and

capacity but start at as little as €70 including
vat for and or a Makita 18V 6amp battery.

Batteryworld can be contacted on
01-490-8028 at Batteryworld branches or
at www.batteryworld.ie.

Battery rebuild service can provide
power tool boost
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